Inotropic effects of the K+ channel blocker 3,4-diaminopyridine on fatigued diaphragm muscle.
K(+) channels play important roles in skeletal muscle contraction by regulating action potential duration. Blocking these channels, for example with 3,4-diaminopyridine (DAP), augments muscle force considerably, and these force increases are maintained well during fatigue-inducing contractions. The present study tested the hypothesis that K(+) channel blockade also improves force of previously fatigued muscle. Rat diaphragm underwent fatigue-inducing stimulation in vitro with four different stimulation protocols consisting of 20 Hz vs. 50 Hz trains and 1 min vs. 4 min stimulation durations. DAP administered at the onset of the recovery period produced significant force increases irrespective of the amount of antecedent force loss. These force gains considerably exceeded those resulting from normal force recovery in untreated muscle. Furthermore contraction time was prolonged by DAP in all cases, and half-relaxation time was prolonged by DAP in most cases. Several differences were found compared with previous studies of DAP in fresh muscle, including smaller magnitude and slower time course of force increases. Intracellular electrophysiological recordings found smaller effects of DAP on action potential overshoot and time-depolarization integral in previously stimulated compared with fresh muscle. These data indicate that K(+) channel blockade does indeed increase force of fatigued diaphragm, but to an attenuated extent relative to its effects on non-fatigued muscle, which can be explained on the basis of electrophysiological findings. Nonetheless DAP-induced force increases were usually sufficient to restore force to values present prior to the onset of fatigue-inducing stimulation.